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UCF Women's Softball loses NCAA
regional title game -SEESPORTS,A8
ANIMALS
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UCF razes Pike House, one of the
school's most controversial
fraternities. The Future highlights the
.events that led up to its destruction.
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• Oct 31, 2004-Pi Kappa Alpha hazing
incident occurs and UCF suspends the
chapterfrom campus. The suspension
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Equipment tears into the walls of the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity house last week.
The Pike house, which is the process of
being demolished, was shut down in 2005
after a series of violations. The land will be
used for Greek housing in the future.

prohibited thefraternity from participating
in any unM!l'Sity-related orfraternity-

WILL YOU SIGN
MY ... HEY, THAT'S

sponsored activities.

• Nov.19,2004-PikePledgeJohnYancy,
19, commits suicide in his Oviedo home. Rve
days prior, Yancy was arrested for possession
ofcocaine and Xanax. Friends and family
blame Yancy's drug use on the fraternity.
However, investigations condude there was
no relation between Pike and the death.

OTN E!
Hundreds of yearbooks at McKinney
High School in McKinney, Texas are
being reprinted. It was discovered that
photos were altered, including heads on
the wrong bodies, necks being
stretched,arrns missing and a girfs head
placed on a naked body with breasts
blurred. Aspokeswoman said she didn't
believe the alterations were malicious.

• January 2005 - Pike house isshut down
duetoviolationsoffireaxlesandthe
construction ofattic-like spaces above the
bedrooms. Reopening said to be indefinite.

• Feb. 8, 2005 - Pike charter pulled by its
national headquarters for an indefinite
amountoftime.

,.,,

• November2006- Pike alumni group and
UCF begin legal dispute over the house's fate.
UCF owns the land while Pike counterclaims for loS'S ofrevenue on their house. Chi
Omega sorority offe!s Pike $120,CXX> a year

fl

Sports
score
for
charity
Charity Challenge
raises thousands
DONALD THOMANN
Staff Writer

On May 17, more than
1,000 people gathered at the
southern grounds of the Citrus Bowl for Charity Challenge XXIII, an athletic competition among young adults
from hospitality industries
and apartment complexes in
Central Florida.
More than 100 teams
composed oflocal food service, hospitality and multi.dwelling housing employees
competed in eight sporting
events, including basketball,
volleyball and relay racing.
Kayaking and backward
inner-tube racing events
were underway in Lake ·
Beardall.
Shoulder-to-shoulder at
times, competitors shuffled
through the streets from one
event to another. A tournament scoreboard and team
roster at the main stage
helped competitors keep
track of their progress, while
on-stage
announcers
ordered them to report to
PLEASE SEE

EMPLOYEES ON A7

to sublease house.
• February 2007- Morgan Creek
Productions begins filming S;dniy ~ire in
Pike house and around campus.

L__ - - - - - - - - -

• April 2007 - Board ofTrustees sues Pike
alumni association after three years of
maintenance, fire and safety violations
dating back to 2002, beginning the legal
tug-of-warthatcosttheschool more than
$250,CXX> in legal fees.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

DIETARY PROGRAM
FOCUSES ON WEIGHT
LOSS AND LIFESTYLE

• Dec. 21, 2007 - Orange CountyGrruit
Court Judge Cynthia Mackinnon ruled that Pi
Kappa Alpha Fraternity violated its sublease
agreement by failing to maintain the home
and UCF gains rights to property.

The Recreation and Wellness Center is
starting a six-week weightmanagement program today. It
focuses on individual attention and
care. The program is free for the first
meeting,and costs $22 to continue.

• Jan.17,2008-Pikehouse
recommendations go before Board of
Trustees. Land said to be able to fitt.w new
houses.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

ORANGUTAN ESCAPES
FROM EXHIBIT AT
BUSCH GARDENS
A10-year-old Bomean orangutan
escaped from the Jungala exhibit on
Saturday evening by climbing through
the windows. !twas eventually lured
back into the confines with apples,
carrots and vanilla ice cream.The
exhibit will be closed temporarily.

• Jan. 25, 2008- Board ofTrustees approves
demolition of Pike house. Land to be used
for future Greek housing.
• Ongoing - The demolition ofthe Pike
house.
JASON FLYNT/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Spokes Council to offer bike-repair services
WEN DASHA JENKINS
Contributing Writer

NATION & WORLD, A4

SEN. EDWARD KENNEDY
SUFFERS SEIZURE;
CAUSE STILL UNKNOWN

•
•
•

Doctors worked Sunday to find the
cause of a seizure that sent Sen. Edward
Kennedy to the hospital and prompted
an outpouring of support for the liberal
political icon. It was first thought he
had a stroke due to symptoms.
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Alex Berkun works on a bike at the storage room donated
by American Stor All on University Boulevard. The Spokes
Council, an SGA-sponsored bike co-op, meets once a week.

Expensive bike shops may be a thing of
the past for UCF and community cyclists.
The Spokes Council is introducing a
Student Government Associationsponsored bike cooperation that will provide free bicycle services for UCF and
community cyclists. For the past few
years, SGA has allotted $5,000 for bike
and skateboard repair services, and these
funds will help get the council up and
running.
.
"It will be a bike collective for the community," said LeAnn Averell, member of
the Spokes Council and UCF student. "It
will be for those who can't pay $60 or $70
to get their bikes fixed."
Many of the basic materials have been
purchased from PerformanceBike.com;
however, the co-op will run on donated
parts. After the council is officially established on campus, they intend to become
a registered student organization, which
will make the council eligible for funding.
The council does not have reserved

space on the campus. Instead, it has a
storage tmit in American Stor All on University Boulevard
"[American] Stor All donated the
space and made all this possible,'' said
Alex Berkun, UCF senior and former
environmental and sustainability coordinator for SGA
The council plans to operate out of the
unit until they are able to fmd another
location on campus.
The name of the council, once known
as MPG or Miles Per Gallon, originated
from student and council member suggestions and ties directly with the spokes
on a bicycle.
"It's not only a funny name," LeAnn
Averell said ''I think the name represents
our democratic structure."
Instead of having executive board
positions like many organizations on
campus, the council will be a collaborative effort among all students in the council.
While free bike repairs may be the
PLEASE SEE
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Kappa Kappa Gamma placed first in its
council. President Erin Livingston has been
a member of the sorority since 2006.

OSI
rankstop
Greek
-chapters
JENNIFER ROSS
Contributing Writer

The results are in, and the
top Greek organizations on
campus have been selected
after chapter leaders turned
in year-long summaries of
what they have accomplished
Using a new Standard of
Excellence application system, Chapter of the Year
awards have been given to
UCF fraternities and sororities from each of the four
Greek councils.
Belinda Boston, the di.rec-'
tor of Fraternity and Sorority
Life, said the new Standard of
Excellence document is used
to help identify areas that
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF comnumity

Dietary program focuses on weight
Toe Recreation and Wellness
Center is starting a six-week
weight-management program
with individual attention.
Called "Shape U," the first
class on Monday is free; however, the entire program costs $22.
You also will receive a book on
healthy lifestyles, as well as a
pedometer.
Toe program is from 4 p.m. to
5 p.m. For more information, call
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Workshops offer help with writing
The UCF Alumni Association Career Services office
announced its schedule ofworkshops.
The workshops will cover
multiple topics of concern to
Central Florida job-seeking
alumni, such as writing effective
resumes and cover letters.
The workshops begin on
Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Fairwinds Alumni Center. For more
information, call 407-823-1977.
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Reservations open for 2008 Expo
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Reserve your table now for
the 11th annual Welcome Expo,
hosted by the SGA and the First
Year Advising and Exploration.
To reserve the table, call
407-823-3789 and ask for
Suzette Ricketts or Amy
Buford.
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Orangutan escapes from exhibit at
Busch Gardens, lured back with food
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Staff Photographers
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Corey Maynard, Sarah Rogers,
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TAMPA - Part of a new
exhibit at Tampa's Busch Gardens has been closed after a
female orangutan escaped
from its enclosure and had to
be coaxed into a back area by
officials.
The IO-year-old Bornean
orangutan escaped from the
Jungala exhibit Saturday
evening by climbing its exhibit's windows. Caretakers used
apples, carrots and vanilla ice
cream to lure the animal into
its night quarters. That took
about an hour.
Busch Gardens vice president of zoological operations,
Glenn Young, said the orangutans will remain off exhibit
until problems with the enclosure are fixed.
The four-acre Jungala
exhibit opened in April.
Tigers, flying foxes and gibbons are among other animals
on exhibit.
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MIAMI - Parts of South
Florida are under a dense
smoke advisory as winds blow
smoke from wildfires across
the area.
The areas under a smoke
advisory Sunday include parts
of Miami-Dade and Broward
counties. Counties near fires
around southwestern Lake
Okeechobee will also be
affected, including parts of
Palm Beach, Glades and
Hendry counties.
Officials say visibility could
be limited in both areas and
drivers should slow down, use
their car's low-beam headlights and leave more distance
between cars.
The smoke advisory is in
effect until 10 a.m., and conditions are expected to improve
by midmorning.
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LOCAL WEATHER

lnvesti~tions beqin in case of
killed off-duty Pafm Beach trooper

II

Associated
Press

UtZF

KEY WEST A new
dessert restaurant opening in
Key West is already turning
some heads with a racy name
and suggestive menu.
Better Than Sex is scheduled to open Tuesday. Owned
by husband and wife Dani and
Len Johnson, the restaurant
will offer a variety of decadent
desserts.
They include sweets with
names like Missionary Crisp,
Pump-in Pie and the Pop My
Cherry Cheesecake.

LOCAL ON A4
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Controversial sexually-themed
restaurant opens in iey West
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High winds cause problems with
dense smoke in South Florida

WEST PALM BEACH Authorities in West Palm
Beach are investigating a crash
that killed an off-duty Florida
Highway Patrol trooper.
According to a news release

•

Today
CHANCE
SHOWERS

High:86°
Low:69°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Tuesday

Today:Chance of showers and thunderstorms after noon. West wind
between 10 and 15 mph.
Tonight: Slight chance of showers.
Party cloudy , southwest wind
between 5 and 10 mph.

PARTLY SUNNY

Wednesday
MOSTLY SUNNY
I

I

High:89°
Low:72°
High:92°
Low:72°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. and Tuesday for
the Thursday edition.
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UCF TEST PREP COURSES
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Smarter Test Prep .
401.882.TEST www.testprep.ucf.edu
BRINGING UCF TO YOU
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NATION & WORID
Keep current with headlines from around the globe

Al

from the West Palm Beach
Police Department, Trooper
Elijah Jones Jr. was killed
early Saturday morning
when the car he was riding
in struck a guard rail and
flipped over.
Jones was pronounced
dead at the scene. The car's
driver, Tina Cebollero, was
taken to a hospital with a
severe head injury, authorities said.

AND THE FREEDOM
TO LIE AROUND

Woman drowned in Gulf of
Mexico; swimming partner stable
PANAMA CITY BEACH
- Authorities in Panama
City Beach say an Indiana
woman has drowned in the
Gulf of Mexico.
According to a news
release from the Panama
City Beach police, rescuers
pulled Billy June Riley and a
man she was swimming with
from the water Saturday
afternoon.
Officials say Riley, of
Hardinsburg, Ind., was taken
to a hospital were she was
pronounced dead.
The man was also taken
to a hospital. The News Herald reports he is in stable
condition.

New Disney ride will give riders
the experience of a hurricane
ORLANDO - Hurricane
Charley, one of the most
destructive storms to strike
the United States, is getting
the Disney treatment.
A new exhibit opening in
late August at Disney's
Epcot Innoventions pavilion
will put visitors in the eye of
the storm's lashing Category
4 winds, using 3-D technology·and surround sound.·
The ride will show how
to protect homes. Two
examples of homes will be
used, one that survived
Charley and another that
didn't.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

University of Memphis to face
serious budget cuts in 2009
MEMPHIS, Tenn - Officials say state funding for
the University of Memphis
will be cut by $6.7 million
next year and tuition is likely to increase by nearly 10
percent.
School president Shirley
Raines
announced
the
changes on Friday, the same
day employees at the University
of Tennessee's
Knoxville campus learned
they won't receive pay raises
in the coming year.
·
State budget woes have
resulted in a 4.1 percent state
funding decrease to the
entire University of Tennessee system.
State legislators have
been reviewing ways to slice
expenses from the state
budget as it faces a nearly
half-billion dollar shortfall.
Among the budget-cutting proposals from Gov.
Phil Bredesen is a voluntary
state-employee buyout. For
now, the buyout is limited to
state government employees, not higher education
workers.

Iowa community colleges·rank
among the top mthe country
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DES MOINES, Iowa - A
new report lists Iowa's community college system
among the top four in the
nation.
Iowa is ranked with Mississippi, New Mexico and
North Carolina in the report
from the Nelson A. Rockefeller Institute of Government.
The study was published
this week in the Chronicle of
Higher Education. It ranked
systems across the country
on five categories that
included
the
five-year
growth rate in enrollment,
and the rate in which community college enrollment is
outpacing that of public
four-year universities.
The report said the four
states were ahead of the
national average in all five
categories.
- ASSOCl"TED PRESS

STEVE HEASLIP/ CAPE COD TIMES

Sen. Edward Kennedy is wheeled to a helicopter at Barnstable Munidpal Airport on
Cape Cod, Mass., after suffering stroke-like symptoms, according to an official.

Sen. Edward Kennedy suffers
seizure; cause still unknown

United Nations envoy tries to
convince Myanmar to accept aid

BOSTON Doctors
were working Sunday to
determine the cause of a
seizure that sent Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy to the hospital
and prompted an outpouring
of support for the liberal
political icon.
The 76-year-old Massachusetts Democrat spent a
peaceful night at Massachusetts General Hospital, a top
aide said, and few details of
his condition were expected
before a battery of tests was
completed by Monday at the
earliest.
Th~ lone surviving son in
a fanied political family was
flown Saturday morning to
Massachusetts General after
becoming ill and being treated at the emergency room of
Cape Cod Hospital.
His physician said he did
not suffer a stroke, as was
first suspected, and he recovered enough by Saturday
afternoon to watch a Boston
Red Sox game on television
·and eat takeout food from the
city's famed Legal Sea Foods.
His wife, Vicki, his five children and stepchildren and
his niece, Caroline Kennedy,
were among those to visit
him.
In October, Kennedy had
surgery to remove a blockage
in his left carotid artery - a
main supplier of blood to the
face and brain. This type of
operation is performed on
more than 180,000 people a
year to prevent a stroke. The
blockage was discovered
during a routine exam.
The doctor who operated
on Kennedy said at the time
that surgery is reserved for
those with more than 70 percent blockage, and Kennedy
had "a very high-grade blockage:'
Distinguishing between a
seizure and a transient
ischemic attack, TIA, often
called a mini-stroke, can
sometimes be difficult.
Kennedy, the secondlongest serving member of
the Senate and a dominant
figure in national Democratic
Party politics, was elected in
1962, filling out the term won
by his brother, John F.
Kennedy, who was elected
president in 1960.

YANGON,Myanmar-A
senior UN. envoy traveled to
Myanmar on Sunday to urge
its military junta to accept
more international aid for
cyclone survivors, amid
mounting fears of starvation,
especially among children.
John Holmes, the U.N.
undersecretary--general for
humanitarian affairs, was
greeted by Deputy Foreign
Minister Kyaw Thu at the
start of a three-day trip that
will include a tour of the
Irrawaddy delta, the ai:ea
most severely hit by Cyclone
Nargis on May 2 to 3.
Holmes also will meet
with high government leaders, said Daniel Baker, a senior
UN. official.
He did not elaborate but
other officials have said
Holmes' mission is to assess
the needs of survivors and
urge the isolationist junta to
open its doors to more international aid before people
begin dying from starvation
and diseases.
Holmes was dispatched to
Myanmar after junta leader
Senior Gen. Than Shwe
refused to take telephone
calls from United Nations
Secretary-General Ban Kimoon or to respond to two
letters from him, U.N.
spokesman Michele Montas
said in New York Holmes is
to deliver a third letter.
His visit comes as world
leaders expressed outrage at
the handling ofthe disaster by
the military regime, which
insists it is managing relief
operations perfectly well on
its own despite evidence that
many of the 2.5 million survivors are living in misery with little food, shelter, medical help, clean drinking water
or sanitation.
About 78,000 people are
confirmed dead and 56,000
missing in the cyclone,
according to the government.
Aid agencies, however, say
the death toll in Myanmar,
also known as Burma, could
bel28,000.

American soldier apologizes for
using Quran as target for rifle
BAGHDAD - An American soldier used a Quran,
the Islamic holy book, for
target practice in a predominantly Sunni area west of
Baghdad, prompting an
apology from the U.S. military, a spokesman said Sunday.
Iraqi police found the
bullet-riddled Quran with
graffiti inside the cover on a
small-arms range near a
police station in Radwaniyah, a former insurgent
stronghold west of Baghdad,
U.S.
military
spokesman Col. Bill Buckner said in an e-mailed
response to a query.
American commanders
then launched an inquiry
that led to disciplinary
action against the soldier,
who has been removed
from Iraq, Buckner said
The shooting, which
occurred May 9 and was
discovered two q.ays later,
threatened to further strain
relations between the
Americans and Sunni allies
who have joined forces with
them against al-Qaida in
Iraq in Radwaniyah and
other areas.
The incident was first
reported by CNN, which
broadcast a ceremony at
which the top American
commander in Baghdad
apologized to tribal leaders
in Radwaniyah.

California man opens fire at
church festival; injures three
LOS ANGELES - A
man with a semiautomatic
rifle opened fire at a church
festival Saturday, wounding
his ex-wife and two
bystanders before festivalgoers grabbed him and held
him for police, authorities
and a church official said.
Witnesses described a
. chaotic scene, with people
screaming and running for
the exit after gunfire rang
out on a grassy field where
the festival was being set
up at the St. John Baptist de
la Salle Roman Catholic
parish.
Fernando Diaz Jr., 33,
was arrested on suspicion
of attempted murder, said
Los Angeles Police Officer
An.a Aguirre. He was held
in Van Nuys jail in lieu of
$1.5 million bail.
"I don't really have too
much to say about that. It's
a personal thing between
me and the church," Diaz
said to a KNX-AM reporter
before being taken to jail.
When asked if he has an
issue with the church, Diaz
responded: "The church
has an issue with me."
Diaz's 29-year-old wife
was wounded in the arm
and a 45-year-old man was
wounded in the leg. Both
were hospitalized in stable
condition. A 43-year-old
man was hit in the chest
and was hospitalized in
critical condition.
The victims' names
were not released.
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Don't get stuck in a bad living
situation next school year. And
don't wait until the last minute to
find a place.
Go to OrlandoSentinel.com and
click Apartments to search for
options for the fall semester.
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Bush speaks about rights at Middle East Forum
TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press
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SHARM EL-SHEIK, Egypt
- President Bush lectured
the Arab world Sunday about
everything from political
repression to the denial of
women's rights but ran into
Palestinian complaints he is
favoring Israel in stalled
Mideast peace talks. "Freedom and peace are within
your grasp," Bush said
despite scant signs of
progress.
Winding up a five-day trip
to the region, Bush took a
strikingly tougher tone with
Arab nations than he did with
Israel in a speech Thursday to
the Knesset. Israel received
effusive praise from the president while Arab nations
heard a litany of U.S. criticisms mixed with some compliments.
"Too often in the Middle
East, politics has consisted of
one leader in power and the
opposition in jail/ Bush said
in a speech to 1,500 global
policymakers and business
leaders at this Red Sea beach
resort. That was a clear reference to host Egypt, where
main secular opposition figure Ayman Nour has been
jailed and President Hosni
Mubarak has led an authoritarian government since 1981.
"America is deeply concerned about the plight of
political prisoners in this
region, as well as democratic
iactivists who are intimidated
r repressed, newspapers and
ivil society organizations
at are shut down and dissients whose voices are stied," Bush said.
"I call on all nations in this
egion to release their prisonrs of conscience, open up
heir political debate and
rust their people to chart
eir future," Bush said.
Scattered applause folowed, with barely a ripple of
taction later to his declaratLon than Iran must not be
allowed to obtain a nuclear
vJ-eapon.
Bush headed back to
Washington with little to
show for the trip. Saudi Arabia rebuffed his plea for help
with soaring oil prices,
Egypt's leader questioned his
seriousness about peacemaking and there was not enough
progress in the peace talks to
warrant a three-way meeting
f Bush with Israeli and
alestinian leaders.
The Palestinian president,
ahmoud Abbas, did not
onceal his disappointment
ver Bush's remarks to the
sraeli parliament. The
peech barely mentioned
alestinian hopes.
"We do not. want the
ericans to negotiate on
ur behalf," Abbas said Sunay after talks with Mubarak.
All that we want from them
to stand by (our) legitimacy
d have a minimum of neuality." Abbas had dinner Satday with Bush.
"In principle, the Bush
speech at the Knesset
~gered us, and we were not
PY with it," Abbas said
S day. "This is our position
~ d we have a lot of remarks
(a out the speech) and I
frankly, clearly and transparently asked him that the
American position should be

SUSAN WALSH/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

U.S. President George W. Bush deliveres remarks during the World Economic Forum on the Middle East. The Arab world got a stem lecture on the need to spread freedom and stabilize their economy with more diverse, non-oil interests.

balanced."
Abbas told Israeli parliament member Yossi Bellin on
Sunday he would resign if
there was no substantial
progress in peace talks over
the next six months, according to the lawmaker's office.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, on Air Force
One with Bush returning to
Washington, said there were
serious peace negotiations
going on in private and that
she expected them to intensify in the months ahead. She
said Bush inserted the wording in the speech that "I
believe" the Palestinians will
build a democracy, as a sign
of his confidence that will
happen.
As for Arab criticism Bush
leans too far in supporting
Israel, Rice said, "The president isn't pro this or pro that.
The president is pro-democracy and pro-peace."
The trip was Bush's second to the Mideast this year.
His national security adviser,
Stephen Hadley, said Bush
might return again before his
term ends in January if "there
is work for him to advance
the peace process."
The White House made
clear that Bush's goal for a
peace accord before his
leaves office does not mean it
will be put into place by then

---

or produce an immediate
Palestinian state. "That
would be a process that
would take years," Hadley
said.
Bush ended his visit with
an address to the World Economic Forum on the Middle
East, an offshoot of the annual gathering of political and
business leaders in Davos,
Switzerland.
After talking privately
with key leaders, the president in public touched only
broadly on Mideast peacemaking. He did not suggest
concrete steps to resolve the
generations-old differences
standing in the way of an
agreement.
"Palestinians must fight
terror and continue to build
the institutions of a free and
peaceful society," Bush said.
"Israel must make tough sacrifices for peace, ease the
restrictions on Palestinians.
Arab states, especially oilrich nations, must seize this
opportunity to invest aggressively in the Palestinian people and to move past their old
resentments against Israel."
"And all nations in the
region must stand together in
confronting Hamas, which is
attempting to undermine
efforts at peace with acts of
terror and violence" from the
Gaza Strip, Bush said. Hamas,

which the U.S. considers a
terrorist group, controls that
territory; the U.S.-backed
Abbas is in charge of the West
Bank.
The heart of Bush's
speech was a warning that
Mideast nations lag behind
the developing world and
cannot count on their oil
wealth forever.
Bush urged countries to
make their economies more
diverse, open to free trade,
with lower taxes and protection for intellectual property
rights.
He called for political
changes that bring competitive, legitimate elections
where leaders are held to
account and appealed to
nations to push back against
the negative influence of
"spoilers" such as Iran and
Syria.
He urged an expansion of
women's rights as "a matter
of morality and ofbasic math.
No nation that cuts off half its
population from opportunities will be as productive or
prosperous as it could be.
Women are a formidable
force, as I have seen in my
own family and my own
administration.''
At the same time, Bush
hailed democratic advances
in countries such as Turkey,
Afghanistan, Iraq, Morocco

gains by the Muslim Brotherhood in later parliamentary
elections.
In addition to Nour's jailing,
independent newspaper editors
were sentenced to prison for
criticizing the president and his
government, and hundreds of
members of the Muslim Brotherhood were put behind bars.
Public criticism of Mubarak's
government by the Bush
administration, however, has
been increasingly muted in
recent years as the situation in
Iraq worsened and worries
grew over Iran, and as the U.S.
sought Egypt's help on a Palestinian-Israeli peace deal.

and Jordan and said, "The light
of liberty is beginning to shine."
Bush's speech recalled his
promise in his second inaugural
address to work in every nation
for "ending tyranny in our
world." One of the obvious targets of his message was Egypt,
the country hosting the conference.
Egypt has often been publicly singled out by his administration, especially in its early
years, as a country that needs to
do more in tenns ofpolitical liberalization and democracy.
Egypt did hold its first presidential elections in 2005 but
pulled back following strong

-------
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CourtWatch internship
serves as 'eye-opener'
STEPHANIE WILKEN
Staff Writer

University of Central Florida senior Gerardvianne Francois took a chance on an
internship and discovered
what she wanted to do for the
rest of her life.
When Francois interned
with CourtWatch, a nonprofit
organization based in Orange
County that monitors domestic violence cases in the court
system, she said she walked
away with an a greater understanding of how courts work
"I came back with [an]
overall good feeling about the
court systems," Francois said.
''I figured out that I wanted to
work with the court because
it's so interesting."
CourtWatch participants
can be interns, like Francois, or
volunteers. They regularly
monitor lists of court cases and
sit in on trials. Participants
observe everything about the
case and pay close attention to
detail. They also fill out forms
and analyze the data to spot
trends.
Laura Williams, program

coordinator and board chair of with everyone in the court,
CourtWatch, said she got Eastep said that students get to
involved in the program after see how citizen participation
working with the Orange might impact the court.
County Domestic Violence
She also said that students
Task Force in 2006.
have a foundation that helps
Williams said that more connect the information they
than 70 volunteers have learn in school with Courttrained with CourtWatch, and Watch.
on May 2 the program celeFrancois said she realized
brates its one-year anniversary. this connection when she
Because these volunteers helped a fellow CourtWatch
pay close attention to detail, volunteer, who did not have
the courts take the program the educational foundation
seriously, said Mary Ann East- that Francois had, with court
ep, internship coordinator for vocabulary.
the undergraduate criminal
"That's when I realized that
justice program.
I learned something [in
For Francois, she said it was school] that not a lot of other
the relationships she built with people know," Francois said.
members of the court that "That's when I actually
helped her make a decision applied what I learned in colabout her future career.
lege to everyday life at my
''What I took from it is, even internship."
though a person has a title like
Francois recommends the
judge, or esquire, deputy, sher- CourtWatch internship or voliff, they're still people too," unteering with CourtWatch to
Francois said. "It's just a title. anyone wariting to make a difYou're going to have good peo- ference.
ple in the court system, and
"If you are someone who
you're going to have bad peo- feels strongly about doing
ple in the court system. It's an things with the community,"
eye-opener."
Francois said, "[this is] a good
In addition to interacting avenue to go down."

•
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Brothers of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity gather in front of their house on Gemini Boulevard.The fratem~ raised mor~ than .
$30,000 for Toys for Tots through its Rock the Wreath philanthropy. They were given the award for Outstanding Community Seroce.

Greeks show good will
dent of Alpha Tau Omega,
the fraternity chosen from
individual chapters are doing the Interfraternity Council,
well in as well as areas that said the Standard of Excelmight need work
lence document puts more
"We're looking for an responsibility on individual
overall good chapter man- chapters.
agement program that's
"It gives us an outline to
focused on academics, com- see what's really expected of
munity
service,
social us, not only as a fraternity or
responsibility and leadership sorority, but as an organizadevelopment," she said.
tion on campus," he said.
The Standard of ExcelAlpha Tau Omega was
lence document also meas- also given the Outstanding
ures a greater span of time Community Service award
than previous methods of for the third year in a row, in
awarding have, as it looks at addition to the Outstanding
the entire calendar year from Philanthropic Organization
January to December.
award.
In an e-mail interview,
In December, the fraterniErin Livingston, president of ty put on a concert for the
Kappa Kappa Gamma, said fifth consecutive year called
the Standard of Excellence Rock the Wreath, which
"keeps everyone working raised more than $30,000 for
toward a common goal."
the Toys for Tots Foundation.
This year, Kappa Kappa As a result, Alpha Tau Omega
Gamma was chosen out of has become the largest sinthe 10 sororities from the gle-event donor for Toys for
Panhellenic Council for Tots in the state of Florida.
Chapter of the Year.
On top of that, the collecLivingston said the Stan- tive members of Alpha Tau
dard of Excellence kept the Omega did over 5,000 hours
members of the sorority of community service this
accountable and provided an year, which is more than they
accurate depiction of how have ever done, Van Brunt
well they were following said.
guidelines and going beyond
"Whether they're volunwhat was required of them.
teering in a hospital or just
"We have worked very studying their tails off, the
hard to excel in all the areas guys are motivated [ this
we stand for as a sorority, year]," he said.
·
including academics, sisterAdebola Lamikanra, presihood, philanthropy and dent of Delta Sigma Theta,
social responsibility. We the sorority chosen from the
hope we can keep up our National Pan-Hellenic Counhard work in the coming cil, also attributes her chapyears," she said.
ter's success to community
Thomas Van Brunt, presi- service.
FROM Al

Co-op to repair and instruct
FROM Al

most attractive part, the council has a bigger goal in mind.
'We're not only offering
repairs," Berkun said. 'We're
teaching you how to fix [a] bike
for the rest of your life."
Students will also learn how
to perform the repairs themselves. The council will be run
by students and will host various workshops on bike repair
and maintenance. People who
receive major repairs on their
bike will be expected to volunteer their time at the shop in
order to "pay'' for their services.
"It's all about giving back to
the community," Berkun said.
''It's going to be like a 'pay it forward' concept."
The Spokes Council isn't
the first of its kind on a college
campus in Florida. A co-op is
located in Tallahassee near
Florida State University called
"Krank it Up!" According to the
Web site, the co-op is nonprofit
and works off of donated parts
they receive from the
community. The co-op provides space and tools necessary
for bike repair and maintenance. People volunteer their

MAX BEHRMAN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students will receive free bike repairs while learning how to do the repairs themselves.

time and skills to help students
learn how to build, fix and
maintain their own bikes.
Berkun hopes to get local
bike shops involved with the
new co-op at UCF, but some
seem a concerned about the
effects it could have.
"It's real awesome to have a
nonprofit bike shop," said Nick
Mardino, an employee at Retro
City Cycles. "However, you
have bike shops that do it for
free anyway."
Mardino said there are
shops around Orlando that
allow customers to watch and
learn the bike repairs they per-

CLAIMING TO BE TAMPA BAY'S
PREMIER MBA PROGRAM
IS ONE THING.
EARNING IT IS ANOTHER.

UT

form. He also said that some
bike enthusiasts are trying to
start similar bike co-ops
around the city.
"From a business point of
view, you [shop owners] look
at it as a threat," Mardino said.
Despite the business aspect,
Mardino believes that bicycling and the co-op are great
ways to bring people together.
Berkun said the co-op is
expected to be up and running in fall. Although there
are no finalizations, they plan
to host an informal Alleycat
race to kick off their grand
opening.

Julia Sennikovski, MBA 'DB
Senior Test Engineer
Fluke Networks

IS ONE OF TIIE BEST PLACES TO EARN YOUR MBA

according to the Princeton Review, which named The

University of Tampa's John H. Sykes College of Business as

•

one of the "Best 290 Business Schools in the World" for the second straight

TAMPA
JOHN H. SYKES COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

year. The college is also accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB), the highest level of accreditation a business

•

school can earn internationally. Admission to UT's MBA Program is the area's
most selective too -

so you'll be among the best of the best. When you're

INFO SESSION
Saturday, June 7
10 am -12:30 pm

ready to start your degree, choose Tampa's Most Selective MBA.
Sykes College of Business

Room 134
Reserve your seat at our next Info Session to learn about UT's graduate programs:

MBA • MS in Accounting • MS in Finance • MS in Marketing
SYMBOL OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

I 401 W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, FL

33606·1490

RSVP: (813) 258-7409
[-mail utgrnd@ut.edu
Register online at
www.ut.edu/graduate

This past November, the
sorority participated in the
American Heart Walk, a twomile and five-mile walk tha
raises funds to help figli
heart disease and stroke.
Delta Sigma Theta als
spent a day with children at
local nursery during the boll
days, handing out toys an
doing a gift exchange.
Throughout the calend
year, the sorority was als
part of some smaller-seal
efforts, including organizin
an on-campus scholarshi
pageant that awarded t
winner $500, as well as hel ,
ing out with Relay for Life.
'We're starting to do mo
for the Orlando communi
and trying to reach them
through projects that we do,"
Lamikanra said.
In addition to community
service, Delta Sigma Theta
also focuses on providing
physical and mental health
for all of its members.
'We do a lot of different
programs to branch out,"
Lamikanra said.
The sorority Chi Upsilon
Sigma was also featured al
the Greek awards list, beini
chosen as Chapter of the Ye
out of the six organization
within the Diversified Gree
Council.
This is the first time th~
sorority has made the award
list in recent years.
The Chapter of the Ye
awards were announced ·
April and will most likel
become an annual traditio
within the Greek communi ,
according to Belinda Bosto
1
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Employees compete for a cause
FROM

,
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each subsequent event.
Employees from restaurants such as Bucca di Beppo,
Tijuana Flats and Bahama
Breeze made a showing for
the hospitality and food service industry. Among the
multi-dwelling teams were
Reunion Resorts, Crowne
Plaza and Silver Cove.
Each team donated $500
to the charity of their choice
in order to enter the competition. Other proceeds from
the event will be donated to
numerous charities throughout the Central Florida area
dealing with medicine, religion and education.
Beginning in 1987 with
only four teams and $1,000 in
total donation money, Charity Challenge now attracts
thousands of people and collects donation dollars in the
hundred thousands.
"Last year we raised over
$300,000
in
donation
money," said Sen. Lee Con-

stantine, who founded the ing, individual interviews for
Charity Challenge. "Since we job placement, and free or
started the event, we've highly discounted food items.
raised a total of more than $3
Last year, they gave 550
million, and at the same time impoverished families the
we're getting young people chance to celebrate Christout here and involved in the mas by donating food, decocommunity who might not rations and presents.
have been before."
The Boys & Girls Club and
One local charity out of Florida Hospital also benefitCasselberry, Christian HELP, ed from Saturday's events,
hosted a silent auction, said Alice Meyers at the regwhere they sold items such istration tent. Near the
as gift cards and autographed entrance, she stood over a
portraits donated by local long table and registered
businesses.
incoming participants for
"We solicited to about 300 each sport.
or 400 organizations and
"What we did was pick the
companies in total," said Rod charities that we would like
Ploof, food service manager to donate to," Meyers said,
at Christian HELP. "We "and they could be any kind
received 31 items to be put up - CBC, hospitals, churches.
for auction, completely free In the next couple of months,
of charge. We're putting a we'll hold a luncheon with all
portion of all profits and the charities and give them
drawings toward the charity." checks for the money raised."
Christian HELP is a
Meyers has been with the
nonprofit organization that Charity Challenge event
helps unemployed individu- since the beginning, and she
als get back on their feet, Rod has watched it grow and
said. They offer job counsel- expand into what it is today.

She said that in the last two
years, the event was so big it
had attracted volunteers
from out of state.
"When we started this
thing, we had just a couple of
teams, hardly any sponsors,"
Meyers said. "Now we are
bringing in so much money,
so many sponsors, that volunteers are coming from as
far away as California just to
be a part of it."
Charity Challenge personnel are still in the process of
wrapping up all of the
finances and donor contributions, but with the size and
scope of the event being larger than it ever has been in
history, they expect to easily
surpass last year's grand
total.
"Our goal every year is to
try to at least try to break the
pre~ious year's donation
total," Constantine said.
"Even if we get just $300,100
this time around, we look at it
as a success, but I think we
will be well past that."

AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Top: Participants engage in a game of tug-of-war Saturday at the Charity Challenge.
Bottom: Todd Curtiss smoothes down a sand sculpture he built with Gary Scarboro.
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Are you interested in on exciting career?
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Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?
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Do you know what you wont
to do after graduation?

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.
Incentives• Up to $15,000 tuition per year
. 1 d
• $900 in textbooks reimbursement
me u e: • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Maiors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu
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BIG BROWN WINS PREAKNESS,
PREPS FOR TRIPLE CROWN BID

Softball's season ends versus UF
ZACH PARDES
StaffWriter

The UCF Softball team was
able to keep its hopes of reaching a Super Regional alive with
a 1-0 win in eight innings over
No. I Florida on Sunday in
Gainesville.
The hope didn't last long as
the Knights were blown out by
the Gators 10-0 in the regional
title game a few hours later. A
full recap will be available in
Thursday's edition of the
Future.
In the first game Sunday,
Knights' pitcher Allison Kime

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

10-0
FLORIDA vs. UCF
and Gators' pitcher Stacey Nelson put zeroes on the scoreboard through seven innings,
the Knights finally broke
through in the eighth, thanks to
a game-deciding error.
Tiffany Lane and Marquita
Council began the inning with
singles and then moved up to

I CHALLENGE YOU TO ADUEL!

UCF'.s Allison Kime and Florida's Stacey
Nelson are two of the best pitchers in
the southeast. The two went the
distance in Sunday's first game, a 1-0
victory for UCF. The only run allowed in
the game was unearned.
second and third off of Breanne
Javier's sacrifice bunt. Hillary
Barrow fouled out to the catcher for the inning's second out,
but she was bailed out when

ADIFFERENT STORY
Kime and the Knights were quickly
taken out of their second game against
the Gators on Sunday. Kime allowed
nine runs - five earned - in 4.1
innings pitched and the Knights trailed
10-0 after just four innings.
Gators' second baseman Aja
Paculba committed an error
that allowed the Lane to score
the winning run.
Despite a 3-0 loss to the

Gators on Saturday in the
NCAA Gainesville Regional,
UCF defeated South Florida
and Georgia Tech to set up a
second - and eventually a
third- meeting with UE
The Knights took down USF
3-2 in the opening round on Friday at Katie Seashole Pressly
Softball Stadium after a rocky
start to the game.
Kime's performance on both
the mound and at the plate
helped the Knights seal the victory. Her six-strikeout performance and two-RBI triple in the
PLEASESEE
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JAVIER ON A9

BALTIMORE- Big Brown@n away
with the Preakness on Saturday and
now is pointed squarely down the path
toward the Triple Crown.
The 3-year-old with the perfect
record heads forthe Belmont Stakes in
three weeks as the fourth horse this
decade to'try for the triple, a sweep last
accomplished by Affirmed in 1978.
T@iner Rick Dutrow Jr., who called his
shot at both the Kentucky Derby and
the Preakness,sounded nearly as
confident after Big Brown came back
full of run after putting away the field of
11 with ease.
"He's just shown up ~ery step, every
way,"Dutrow said."I just can't imagine
him not showing up for the Belmont"
As he did two weeks ago in a
Kentucky Derby marred by the
breakdown ofEight Belles,the colt
delivered another stunning win,this
time by more than five lengths. Macho
Again was second and lcabad Crane
was third

••
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TURCO,STARS DEFEATWINGS
IN DETROIT TO FORCE GAME 6
DETROIT - Dallas Stars goalie Marty
Turco made 38 saves and won for the
first time in his NHL ca~ at the Joe
Louis Arena to lift Dallas to a 2-1 win
over the Detroit Red Wings on Saturday
in Game 5, extending the Western
Conference finals after losing the first
three games ofthe series.
"It's probably the best I've felt in this
building ever,"he said.
His timing was perfect.
Turco had been 0-9-2 as a pro at The
Joe after starring in college at Michigan,
going 18-5 in the storied venue along
the Detroit River.
Trevor Daley scored in the first period
· and Joel Lundqvist had a go-ahead
goal on an assist from Turco in the second to help the Stars pull to 3-2 in the
suddenly tight series.
Game 6 is Monday night in Dallas. If
necessary,the final game will be
Wednesday night in Detroit.
"We've proven that we belong in this
series - and this building as well,"
Stars center Steve Ott said
The Stars have a shot at making history as the third team to win an NHL
playoff series after trailing 3-0.The New
York Islanders did it 33 years ago - 33
years after the Toronto Maple Leafs
pulled offthe feat.

BASKETBAU
KANSAS'TIRE TEAM MAY HAVE
HAD INELIGIBLE PLAYER
KANSAS CITY,Mo. - Atelevision
report that Kansas basketball star Danell

Arthur may have been ineligibleto playat
his Dallashighsdlool hasfueled
speculation about whether he should
haveeverplayedforthenational
championJayrnwks.
Aformer math teadler at South Oak
aiffHighSchool in DallastoldWFAA-1Vin
Dallas-FortWorth that Arthur's grades
were altered to show he passed math
when he hadn't
The6-foot-9 Kansas sophomore was
instrumental in leading Kansas to its
national championship,and applied for
early entry into the NBA draft but did not
sign with an agent,so he could return to
Kansas.
The station said the NCAA told it that ifa
p~ is found to be ineligible,his college
team might have to forfeit any or all
games invoMng thatstudent
Kansas coach Bill Selfsaid in a statement
that he couldn't commenton the report
becausenotallofthefactsareknown.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
1/
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The UCF Baseball team huddles after its 7-3 loss to Clemson on Friday night. The Knights played their first-round game of the Conference USA Tournament on Wednesday against the Southern Miss Golden Eagles.

7

The Knights are the No. 7seed in
this week's (-USA Tournament.
They will face No. 2 Southern Miss.

30

UCF starting pitcher Kyle Sweat
has allowed 30 hits in his past
13.1 innings pitched.

25

The Knights scored 25 runs in their
three games against the Golden
Eagles this season.

UCF swept by Clemson in last series of season
BRIAN MURPHY & RYAN BASS
Sports Editor & Staff Writer

The UCF Baseball team was
looking to gain some momentum in their final regular-season series against Clemson.
Instead, the Knights were
swept by scores of 9-1, 7-3 and
8-5 and head into this week's
Conference USA Tournament
looking to erase their bad
memories.
Saturday's season finale was
Senior Day at Jay Bergman
Field. The Knights (31-25) put
up their best fight of the series
but the Tigers (30-25-1) were
just a little bit better in the later

innings.
The Knights led 5-4 going
into the eighth, but after striking out Ben Paulsen to begin
the inning, UCF pitcher Brian
Griggs gave up a solo home run
to Matt Sanders, made an error
by over-throwing first base,
and then issued a bases-loaded
walk to give the Tigers a 7-5
advantage.
"If you are going to play
baseball at this level, those are
the types of things that you
cannot allow to happen," interim head coach Craig Cozart
said of the error. "Errors made
on an infield can either start or
kill a rally and it definitely start-

ed something for them."
Clemson was able to knock
in another run in the top of the
ninth on a Stan Widmann RBI
single and got the Knights to go
down 1-2-3 in the home half to
end the game and sweep the
series.
"Our guys played hard, but
we are just not quite getting
things done when we need to
get them done," Cozart said.
"On the mound, we are not getting it done. We are just giving
up too many runs and offensively we are just a little bit
short in some areas."
PLEASE SEE
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UCF pitcher Brian Griggs allowed 4 runs in
3.1 innings against Clemson on Saturday.

KNIGHTS ON A9

Golf ends NCAAs in 19th Track and Field

-,

ALLEN LEVIN

Contributing Writer

The No. 25 UCF Men's
Golf team finished in 19th
place in the 27-team field at
the NCAA West Regional at
the Gold Mountain Golf Club
in Bremerton, Wash. this
weekend.
The Knights shot a 12over-par 300 in Saturday's
third and final round. They
finished with an overall score
39-over-par 903, 41 shots back
of regional winner, University of Southern California.
Senior Giwon Suh led the
Knights individually, finishing with a 9-over-par 225, tied
for 52 place. Sophomore
Mike Stern was the only
other Knight to finish in the
top 90.
Action started on Thursday in the first round with
UCF posting a team score of
13-over-par 301. The team
came out ready to play as it
combined for 12 birdies in the
opening round.
"This is mountain golf

Class:

Class:

Senior

Sophomore

NCAAs:

Suh was the top UCF
finisher in NCAA
Regional, tying for
52nd place with a 9-c..._.!___;'.:___,.. over-par 225.

with very fast greens and our
guys had to get used to a different style of golf out here,"
coach Nick Clinard said in a
press release.
Individual success was
also apparent in addition to
the team success. Suh led the
Knights with a 2-over-par 74.
Junior Greg Forest recorded a
3-over-par 75 for the Knights.
Play resumed on Friday in
round two with the Knights
coming out strong and posting a team score of 14-overpar 302. Forest posted his
lowest round in NCAA
Regional play with a oneover-par to lead U'1F.

,,.
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NCAAs:

_L_____

Stem ended in atie
for 79th place after
shooting a 6-over-78
in
the third
and final
round
Saturday.

Suh recorded four birdies
in the second 18 holes of the
tournament and posted a 4over-par 76. Stem posted a 3over-par 75 and had two
birdies.
The Knights didn't make
much of a move in Saturday's
final round, but their coach
kept up hope going into it.
''We still have a chance if
we can put a solid final round
together," Clinard said in a
press release. "Anything can
happen in a three-round
tournament and we are very
capable of posting a good
score and making a run
tomorrow."

records best finish
BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

'D:ack and Field
/ ,r
The UCF Track and Field
team recorded its best fmish in
school history at the Conference USA Outdoor Championships, fmishing third Saturday in El Paso, Texas. The
Knights recorded three school
records and eight NCAA
regional-qualifying marks or
times.
The Knights' biggest highlight of the weekend was
turned in by junior Sheree
Carter. She became the first
athlete in school history to win
a Conference USA individual
outdoor event championship
on Friday when she captured
the women's heptathlon.
Carter entered Friday's
competition with a 255-point
lead over SMU's Lauren Kuhner. On Thursday, she scored

,!

3,118 points, winning three of
four heptathlon events. Carter
opened Friday's competition
with a first-place fmish in the
long jump. She held on to a
slim lead on Friday with a second-place finish in the 800meter dash.
Freshman Lizzie Harris was
very solid in her first Conference USA meet. She finished
second in the finals of the 400meter hurdles, was the anchor
leg ofthe 4-by-400-meter relay
and fmished eighth in the 100meter hurdles.
Junior Dione Thomas
recorded a couple of fourthplace finishes in the triple
jump and the 100-meter dash
Saturday while junior Shantile
Blackburn finished second in
the 800-meter dash.

•
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Women's rowing
UCF Women's Rowing's
PLEASESEE
~~
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Javier breaks hit record
FRoM A8
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UCF third ba,eman Shane Brown tries to shake off the pain after diving onto dirt for a foul ball during UCF's 7-3 loss to aemson on Friday.

Knights ·No. 7 seed in C-USA
FROM

AS

"I just lost a little bit of concentration and didn't do what I
One Knight that didn't seem was supposed to," Griggs said
short offensively on Sunday of the error. "After I made the
was Shane Brown. Brown error, I came in and tried to
homered twice and went 3-for- face the lefty and I tried to
5 in the ballgame, including a make some pitches and he
shot to tie the score at 3-3 in the came and fooled me."
boltom of the sixth.
Despite getting swept, UCF
"Friday and Saturday I will go into the Conference
struggled a little bit, but today I USA tournament next week as
came in a little more relaxed," the No. 7 seed The Knights will
Brown said of his offensive take on the No. 2 seeded Southsurge. "After that first home ern Miss Golden Eagles in the
run, I started rolling a little bit tournament starting Wednesand started getting some confi- day at 5 p.m. from New
dence."
Orleans.
UCF had 14 hits in the game,
"At this point, it doesn't realthe same total from the first ly matter who we face," Cozart
two games of the series com- said ''What matters is what we
bined.
do and that is what we have·to
"It's good to see that offen- focus on If Kyle [Sweat] goes
sively we are hitting the ball," out there and pitches great for
Cozart said "Our approach is us and we take advantage of
getting a little bit better and offensive situations, then we
now [ we have to get] that hit have a great chance to win We
with the bases loaded and you have beaten most of the teams
lmow put a ball through the we have faced so I like our
gap. I think the signs are there bracket; we just have to win
and that is what we wanted to now."
see going into the conference
The Knights desperately
tournament."
needed something positive SatMitch Houck started the urday after losing the first two
game and looked like it wasn't games of the series. The
going to be his day, giving up a blowout on Friday night began
two-run shot to Kyle Parker in in the first inning when Kyle
the top ofthe first, giving Clem- Sweat's recent struggles conson the 2-0 lead early.
thmed. His 0-2 pitch to Ben
Houck then settled in, not Paulsen was golfed down the
giving up another run till Wil- right-field line for a two-run
son Boyd took him deep for his triple that gave the Tige:rs an
10th home run ofthe year in the early lead
fourth inning. The following
Sweat entered Friday's
inning, Houck left the game game !mowing that in his past
after throwing his first couple eight innings pitched, he had
of pitches with tightness in his allowed 24 hits and that oppoarm.
nents were batting 337 against
"He just told us that he felt a him. He made it through five
little tightness and we are very innings, but not before allowconservative with our arms," ing two more runs, including a
Cozart said. "Our trainer is solo homer to Kyle Parker.
going to evaluate him and
Left-handed
pitcher
tomorrow we will sec exactly Carmine Giardina relieved
what the situation is."
Sweat and he struck out the
The Knights rallied in the first batter in the sixth, but Giahome half of the sixth, when rdina wasn't very effective,
home runs from Brown and allowing four runs in the inning
Ryan Richardson put UCF on - three earned It was a forgettop 4-3. The following inning table overall game for the
Parker answered back with an Knights as they mustered just
RBI double that tied the score six hits and committed two
at 4-4, but UCF.wasn't done, as errors that cost them two runs.
Brandon Romans pinch-hit
"We got beat in every aspect
home run helped the Knights of the ·game," Cozart said 'We
retake the lead at 5-4 in the bot- got beat on the mound, we got
tom ofthe seventh. Then came beat at the plate, we got beat in
the bottom ofthe eighth, where the field"
it all fell apart for the Knights.
Eric Kallstrom provided the

only bright spot for the
Knights' offense with an RBI
double in the seventh. But that
was about all D.J. Mitchell permitted for the Tigers. The junior pitcher gave up just five hits
through seven innings of work
He also struck out a seasonhigh nine batters.
"I think everybody just kind
of came out flat tonight," Kallstrom said. "I think that was
pretty obvious with the way
the three parts of the game
went: pitching, defense and
offense. I think everybody was
just .fiat tonight."
The Knights were much
more competitive Saturday
night, but a bad pitch in the top
of the eighth inning pretty
much sealed their fate. The
Tigers carried a 3-2 lead into
the eighth and looked to add to
it as Wilson Boyd singled and
Matt Sanders doubled to open
the inning.
Austin Hudson was brought
in from the Knights' bullpen to
keep those two runners at second and third and keep UCF
within a run of the Tigers. And
he was very successful to start.
With the infield drawn in, he
got Chris Boyd to hit a simple
ground ball to second base to
hold the runners and the struck
out Mike Freeman looking on
three pitches.
Hudson was on the verge of
getting his team out of a huge
jam, but a 1-0 slider to the lefthanded Schaus didn't slide.
What it did do was soar off
Schaus' bat and over the rightfie\d wall for a three-run home
run.
'We bring [Hudson] in that
situation to face those lefties
because we felt with his fastball
and its sinking action, he could
keep the ball on the infield,"
Cozart said 'Then he hangs up a
slider and the guy didn't miss it"
The Tigers plated the
game's first run in the second
inning, but UCF claimed its
first lead of the series in the
bottom of the inning as Josh
Siebenaler lined a two-out,
two-run double to the wall in
left-center field
Siebenaler made a fielding
error to open the fifth inning,
which proved costly as Parker
followed with a home run to
right field that gave the lead
back to Clemson
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sixth inning shut the door on
the Bulls.
"She pitched a great game,"
head coach Renee LuersGillispie said in a press release.
"Allison wants the ball and
wants her chance at the plate.
She got an opportunity to drive
the ball and came through.
That was huge for us."
The Knights responded
quickly after the Bulls scored
the first two runs of the game
with an RBI single in the fourth
by Javier, which scored Lane.
Kim.e's two-out, two-run
triple to left field in the top of
the sixth inning scored Javier
and Barrow, giving UCF a 3-2
lead over the Bulls.
UCF's win over the Bulls
CFF ARCHIVE
advanced them to the winner's UCF's Allison Kime provided at the plate and on the mound for the Knights. Her two-run
bracket, where they faced the triple got UCF past South Florida, and she shut out Florida in their first game Sunday.
Gators on Saturday. Florida
found itself in the winner's Knights in a complete-game Kime reached base on a walk,
bracket after a 7-2 victory over effort. She allowed four hits and consecutive singles from
and recorded five strikeouts. Ashley Van Ryn and Dean
Georgia Tech.
added two more runs for UCE
A combination of strong Florida moved to 64-2 overall
The loss to Florida placed
The Yellow Jackets scored
Gator offense and six stranded
Knights base~ers allowed the Knights in an elimination their lone run in the bottom of
Florida to capture a 3-o victory game Georgia Tech on Satur- the seventh inning after two hit
day evening. Lane led UCF to a batters and a set of singles, the
over the Knights on Saturday.
7-1
win and to its first appear- majority of their offensive proOnce again, UCF gave up
the first run of the game when ance in an NCAA Regional duction. Georgia Tech musCorrie Brooks sent a 0-1 deliv- final with a fantastic perform- tered just five hits in the game
against the duo of Kime and
ery from Kime over the fence ance at the plate.
Lane went 4-for-4 with two Asleigh Cole.
in the third inning.
The win sent UCF to its first
The Gators tallied two more triples, a double, two runs
NCAA
Regional final on Sunscored
and
an
RBL
runs in the sixth on a two-run
Barrow also played a key day, a major milestone for the
single to center field by
Francesca Enea Kim Waleszo- role in the Knights' offensive program, but not the only milenia began the inning by putting attack, going 3-for-4 at the plate stone reached during the game.
The victory over the Yellow
down a bunt to get on base and with a home run and three
soon advanced to second on a RBIs, while junior Lindsay Jackets gave UCF its 48th win
wild pitch by Kime. Paculba's Dean had two hits and scored of the season, surpassing the
program record for wins in a
sacrifice bunt sent Waleszonia the second run of the game.
UCF jumped on top first by single-season set in 2005.
to third, and first baseman Ali
Lane's four hits also tied the
Gardiner was walked to put scoring a run in the first inning.
two runners on base. Pinch Lane led off the game with a single-game record set by
runner Le-Net Franklin stole double down the left-field line Javier earlier in the season in a
second base on the next pitch and then scored on an RBI sin- 15-inning contest with East
before Enea !mocked a single gle to left off the bat of Barrow. Carolina
Lane continued to dictate
Javier took another spot in
that scored both runners.
'We had our opportunities the game in the second with a the record books as well with
to score runs in that game," triple deep to right field Dean, her 84th hit of the season,
Luers-Gillispie said in a press who singled earlier in the breaking the single-season
release. "But we were not able inning, scored to give the record set by Stephanie Best in
to produce hits when those Knights a 2-0 advantage into 2005, the last season in which
the Knights made it to the
opportunities arose. I tip my the bottom of the inning.
Lane hit her second triple of NCAA Tournament.
hat to Florida because they
"Stephanie Best is an amazwere able to execute when they the game in the fifth inning, this
one to right-center field. ing player and to be put in the
needed to."
Kime received the loss on Council executed a squeeze same category as her is an
honor in and of itself:" Javier
the mound by allowing three play to drive Lane home.
Not
long
after,
Barrow
said in a press release. "I was
runs on four hits and four
strikeouts, dropping to 31-11 for ripped a pitch from Georgia excited to beat her record, but I
Tech
pitcher
Whitney am more excited that we won
the season.
Nelson improved to 42-2 on Humphreys deep over the left- and have a chance to play Florithe year by shutting out the field wall to put UCF up by five. da again on Sunday."

Boats qualify for finals Sun.
FROM

A8

novice 8+ squad made it
through to the final of the
Aramark
South/Central
Sprints in Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
Saturday by finishing first in
its respective heat. The
Knights defeated six other
schools for the top spot.

The

.._

LOFWS

Participating as the No. 2
seed in the event, the novice
8+ used a time of 6:59.600 to
get past second-place Ohio
State, which came in at
7:04.710. By winning the heat,
the Knights automatically
qualified for Sunday's grand
final. The Knights went go
up against Notre Dame,

Clemson, Virginia, Ohio
State and No. 1 seed Wisconsin in Sunday's final, but
results were not available at
press time.
'Ibree more of UCF's
squads, the open 4+ boat, the
varsity 4+ boat and the varsity
8+ boat both qualified for
finals on Sunday.
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Book publishers hurt
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nment
T

ake a look at the last textbook you purchased, and
see ifit's a first edition
There's a fairly good chance that
it's not This is because textbook
publishers continually request that
authors update their books as
often as possible to ensure they get
the most profit from that particular title.
Not only does this practice
raise costs for helpless students
who are often living on a limited
income or scholarship, but more
importantly, the previous editions
are left to sit on your bookshelf
collecting dust Once the new edition is released, bookstores won't
buy it back.
Instead of being recycled or
collected in any other environmentally friendly way, tens of
thousands more trees get cut
down every year to print new textbooks with an extra chapter and
some new pictures. This is a huge
problem considering the current
census data that shows about 18
million students enrolled in college at any given time.
That's a lot ofnew textbooks
and a lot of unnecessary destruction ofwhat little forests we have
left.
In this regard, we applaud the
recent philanthropy of the Nebraska Book Company, the parent
company of College Book and
Supply and Knight's Comer, for
donating $100,000 to replant trees
in Pike and San Isabel National
Forest, located in Central Colorado. Even better, the section of
forest that the money will help
rebuild will be named after UCF.
The donation was part of the Buy
a Book, Build a Forest campaign
which encourages students to pur-

chase used books whenever possi- nies, there are two options which
ble. David Fox, the general managwill protect the forests that would
er of CB&S, said it best: '"The idea
otherwise be destroyed to print
is that ifyou're going to produce
''updated" textbooks, while still
new books all the time, you've got
preserving the grandiose profits
to cut down an enormous amount
that are enjoyed.
Digital textbooks are becoming
of resources to get the paper and
the cardboard to print those
more common, and are used in
books:'
.
many courses where Web-interacThe answer starts with the factivity is an added bonus and a
ulty. Professors adopt the new
boon to the class. They are often
books into their curriculum every
easier to navigate than a regular
time one comes out, and as we
textbook because instead ofusing
have seen in the past, faculty
an index or table of contents to
members, though not necessarily
find something, the computer can
at UCF, are receiving kickbacks for find whatever term you are lookdoing so. The professors clearly
ing for instantly. Digital textbooks
allow the book to be as long as the
wield some influence with the
' author wishes, they are environpublishing companies, and they
mentally friendly and they save
could help curb the egregious corthe publisher money in printing
porate irresponsibility. We have to
let faculty know that it is unaccept- costs, which in tum should be
able to place undue burden on stu- passed on to the students everyone wins.
dents and the environment, while
they, along with the publishers,
The other option is an age-old
idea, but not utilized by most
reap the benefits.
because it requires a little extra
To be fair, kickbacks aren't the
biggest problem. Many professors
effort We are of course referring
do realire how ridiculously expen~ to novel idea called recycling. If
sive the books are, but are under
publishers were to actively collect
old textbooks and recycle them,
the impression that if they don't
adopt the new edition, the stuthey would save money on timber
dents may miss out on something
costs, and again pass the savings
onto the consumer, the financially
important
over-stretched student Since stuThere are certain classes such
dents generally can't sell back their
as law and social sciences which
require regularly updated informa- older textbooks, we don't foresee a
tion, but for the most part, acalot of people objecting to donating
demic information doesn't change
their textbooks to save a forest
year to year. A 2004 study conOf course, the obvious, shortducted by the State Public Interest
term answer is to buy and sell
Research Groups confirmed that,
used textbooks. Alas, the only
"'Three-fourths (76 percent) of the
profit from used books goes to
faculty surveyed in our 2004
bookstores, who clearly would like
to help the environment as well,
report said that they found new
editions justified only half the time but publishers are not soon likely
to give up their monopoly on the
or less:'
textbook market to save a tree.
As for the publishing compa-
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nimal testing has a certain
connotation associated
with it that sparks controversy among animal activists and
governmental corporations.
The Interagency Coordinating
Committee on the Validation of
Alternative Methods was created
by Congress to advance the nonanimal testing agenda
This past February marked 10
years since ICCVAM was created, yet many organizations, such
as the Humane Society of the
United States and People for the
Ethical 'Ireatment of Animals,
feel that the panel has made little
to no progress since its creation.
It's not that there aren't alternatives - there certainly are, but
there have yet to be alternatives
that are accepted in both the scientific and non-scientific world.
Only four tests, out of a possible 185, have been approved by the
ICCVAM. For this reason, groups
like PETA coexist to fight for
change in policies like Lethal Dose
50.
This method requires repeated
experimentation on animals until
a certain dose of a chemical, such
as Botox, terminates half of the
subjects, which represents possible damage to humans.
Companies such as Allergan
Inc. are cited by pro-animal
rights groups as being one of the
main perpetrators of animal cruelty as they inject mice with
Botox to measure the potency of
its product
However, according to their
Corporate Statement on Animal
Testing, Allergan is committed to
the "3 R'' principles of refinement, reduction and eventual
replacement oflaboratory animals in product testing.
Yet, a closer look at their Corporate Statement on Botox
Assays reveals 'Mergan, Inc. is
required by regulatory agencies
... to use laboratory animals in an
assay process." Further, it reads,
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Stop beating dead
.primary horses
thinks about residents not getting
There are seedy things afoot
a fair say?
in the 2008 presidential elecMaybe.
tions.
It probably has more to do
Back in the day; it was decidwith the fact she won both states
ed throughout the land that
in a landslide.
Florida and Michigan would
That's right, she kicked the
not count toward the delegate
crap out of Obama in both states.
numbers in the Democratic priWho would have thought that
mary.
she would win in a state where
By now, we all probably
her opponent was not even on
know the story behind it The
JEFF RILEY
Editor-in-chief
Florida Democratic Party and
the ballot?
Attempting to count Florida
the Democratic National Conand Michigan is a punch in the face to
vention decided to have a contest and see
proper democracy.
who could urinate the farthest The result
The primaries were not run fairly. Tryover the botched moving of the primary
ing to dig them up from their lowly graves
date was Florida not having any delegates
counted when the big convention happens
just makes it look like she is grasping for
in Denver.
straws.
Clinton is between a rock and a hard
So that was that Florida and Michigan
are scratches. The primary votes were
place. She is behind in delegates, superdelegates and states won Will counting Florinothing but a glorified high school popuda and Michigan really be enough to push
larity contest Neither Obama nor Clinton
did any campaigning in the state, and
her into a victory?
Obama didn't even have his name on the
CNN is reporting that even if Clinton
gets the chance to count the Florida and
ballot in Michigan
Michigan delegates, those added numbers
It is no good that it turned out that way.
Democratic voters in Florida and Michigan alone wouldn't be enough to push her into
deserve the chance to select who they darn the lead. Clinton needs to realize this and
well want to. The idea of something as triv- leave the primaries alone.
The whole thing is insulting to Floridiial as the date ofthe primary being the reaans. We were not important when it looked
son to throw out votes is idiotic, but that is
like we were not going to be crucial We
beside the point now. What happened,
were told that nothing would count
happened. It is dead and gone, a mistake to
Having a candidate come crawling back
hopefully be learned from as we continue
asking for our votes to be counted now is
the quest to perfect the process of democjust plain wrong. Ifwe as a state were not
racy.
good enough for you to campaign in, then
Or isit?
you don't get to count us in your benefit
New York Sen Hillary Clinton is trying
pretty hard to get the delegates counted
now.
The candidates had their chance, and
from the two neglected states.
they blew it Leave Florida alone and conWhy is she digging up the votes? Is it
tinue with your campaigns. Dragging a
because she cares so much about the
botched set ofprimaries into the race is
hearts of the voters in Florida and Michionly going to make everyone look bad.
gan, and sheds a woeful tear when she
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al testing
''While we use alternative methods to animal research and testing whenever possible, there are
no FDA-validated, safe alternatives capable of completely
replacing animal research and
testing at the present time." This
statement suggests an absolute,
claiming there are no
alternatives; however, as mentioned, there are no accepted
alternatives in accordance with
theFDA
The origin of discontent and
dissatisfaction with animal testing stems from comparison Perhaps animal activist groups
would not be so contemptuous if
there was no evidence of viable
alternatives such as those found
in Europe. But to our dismay;
they do exist.
Similar to ICCVAM, Europe
has a panel that has endorsed 34
alternatives with 170 more awaiting approval
This is in stark contrast to the
U.S. panel, which is perceived to
be more of a hindrance than help,
due to the lengthy process and
lack of knowledge among scientists on the panel, according to
Kristie Stoick of the Physicians
Committee for Responsible Medicine. The European Centre for
the Validation of Alternative
Methods works to research and
develop non-animal tests.
The budget and staff of
ECVAM alone demonstrates the
difference between the U.S. and
Europe in terms of passion and
concern It has more than 60
employees and a budget of $25
million, which is 10 times larger
than the U.S. federal panel
Furthermore, in 1986, the
European Commission mandated
that the use of alternative tests be
enforced whenever possible and
later prohibited animal testing for
cosmetics.
In response, members of the
panel claim that the comparison
between Europe and the U.S. is I(

because "the laws, rules and
expectations are different" Perhaps what panelists are referring
to is the le~lation in Europe that
bans animal testing while here in
the U.S. it is simply recommended.
In an effort to defend the U.S.
panel, executive director William
S. Stokes contends that the four
alternatives that have been
approved have contributed to the
welfare of animals and one alternative has saved "at least 36,000
animals annually."
Nevertheless, four out ofl85 is
an unimpressive fraction when
several alternatives still linger in
possibility.
When ICCVAM celebrated its
10-year anniversary, it set a goal
intended to ''promote the
research, development, translation and validation of alternative
test methods over the next five
years."
This five-year plan is not a
solution to the staggering pace of
progress in the panel Rather, it is
an obscure vision established to
remain within the zone acquiescence.
Without proper intelligence
levels and a universal basis of
understanding, it seems virtually
impossible to develop alternative
testing methods when the norm
is so accessible to scientists.
''When you say something
new, there is resistance to
change," said Thomas Hartung,
Chairman of ECVAM, about U.S.
scientists.
U.S. scientists do not want to
acknowledge alternatives for fear
of change, which brings a certain
malevolence when it is at the
expense ofanimals.
Just like oui country banned
most forms of human testing,
maybe it is time we embrace
change arid apply newfound
technologies that will preserve
the lives of thoµsands of animals
who are given n~ righ~.

I CAN STILL WIN!~
(,

U.S. slow- to cease
•

~

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,

letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words;we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralRoridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

MAN ON THE STREET
THE

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

·"How do you feel about
Coach Bergman beirig fired?"

BRENT MACA,LUSO

BRITTANY ROBERTSON

JING ZENG

Criminal Justice/Political Science, Junior

Communicative Sciences,Junior

Molecular/ Microbiology, Senior

"The school should get all of the
facts before making such a hasty
decision."
·

JOHN LEAVY

NATE TAULMAN

lnfonnation Systems, Junior

Engineering, Junior

"I think it's unjustified since he
wasn't proven guilty yet."

.

,;.

"I really don't know much about
it, to be honest."

"UCF is like a big family, and now
w~re missing this part of our family."

"Who?"

RINALDO STEPHENS
Animation, Senior

"Those were seriousallegations.
They should have investigated
more before firing him."
l.t
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I The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968 I

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. Frf for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Rate
100 Help Wanted:General
C
12S HelpWanted:Part·Tme C
150 HelpWanted:Full-Time C

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Egg Donors Needed lmmed.
$5000 minimum compensation. For
healthy, fit, N/S F 21-~9 yrs. w/ no
history of depression. must be
dependable and committed
Info is confidential. Pease Visit:
www.openarmsconsultants.com
Exp. babysitter for 7 y/o girl, 5 y/o boy
& newborn in Winter Park. Must be
available during summer, afternoons &
evenings. Light housekeeping a plus.
Must drive a 4 door car.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. Ref req.
Nice 2 bdrm /2.5 bath townhome in
Winter Springs. Quiet , safe
neighborhood. Large screen porch.
Available now . No credit check.
950.00 per month
Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

..,

PIT Sunday A.M. Childcare
St. Phlllp's Anglican Church In
S.E. Orlando is looking for childcare
workers to staff our nursery. Hours
9:00-12:30PM. Church nursery
experience and
Red Cross training preferred. Reply
to Shelly Burks at 407-341-9200 or
melon248@aol.com

$$ ATTN: ART MAJORS $$
Creekmore Insurance Group is
holding a contest to create a B&W
cartoon rendition of a drag boat.

Winner receives $500!

...

UCF sales and relations assistant
needed starting late summer/early
fall. 20 hrs. per week. $8/hr. or
commission, whichever Is greater,
and Internship credit If applicable.
Communication Majors and Exp. a
plus. Send resume to
helssamJ@KnlghtNewspapers.com.

B

UCF Area- Hawthorne Glenn. Large
2/2.5 All qppl., garage, 1/2 mile bike
ride to UCF $1250/month. 2 students
OK. 407-232-1706

ni'ffl FOR RENT:
AVAILABLE
NOW! Great 2/2.5 TH new In

2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhome with attached
garage fro $700/month. Across the
street from UCF. Income restrictions
apply. Move in Special with mention of
this ad. Call 407-324-7773.

I am a female looking for a female to fill
1 room. Free water and and cable, 1/4
electric. Nice, quiet and clean.
$ 400.00 p/month. Call 407-485-1654.

home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. Avail. immediately!
M/F. Call 407-876-5697 or 321-4381354
.
Make Money! Check out our Great
Homes and receive cash for referring a
friend. Email for pies
RentUCF@yahoo.com 913-908-8185
Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982

3/2 in Hunter's Trace $1150/mo
AvallASAP
4/2 in Regency Park $1450/month
Avail June 1st
3/2 in Summerfield $1095/month
Terri 407-509-4446
www.propman.com

3 Rooms avail. In 4/2 furn. pool
home in UCF area, utilities & W/0
incl. Master bd w/private bath $650,
$500 for other 2, call 407-276-3141

Earn $1 000-$3200 a month to drive
new cars with ads.
www.AdCarJobs.com

Rooms tor rent in 6 bedroom

3/2 Bank Foreclosure Only $199/mo!
5% down, 20 years at %8 APR. More
homes from $199/mo.
For listings, 800-366-9783 x 8904

Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors for ALL
Math incl. Alg, Pre-Cal, Trig, Stats, &
Cale. Contact 407-427-0067.
www.topgradetutoring.com

2/2 condo walking distance to park, 3
mi. from UCF. Avail now! Incl. W/D,
$825/mo $500 deposit
407-923-6609

Looking for roomate for a 3/3 in Tivoli
apartments. About $500 a month plus
share of utilities. Lease begins mid
July. Call Alex. (727) 642-41 03 or
Email Alexander_Luxa@hotmail.com.

AWESOME EXECUTIVE HOMES!
Responsible & Reliable tennants for:
Waterford Lakes Pool Home: 5bdrm
3bth, Individual rooms or whole house
OR
5 bdrm home and 4 bdrm home in safe
family neighborhood 1/2 mile from
UCFI
Email for Pies: RentUCF@yahoo.com
913-908-8185. Referral bonus avail.

Regent Park. All
appliances, cable, Internet & water
incl. Near UCF 2/2.5 TH in
Cambridge. All appliances w/ rear
yard, Pet OK! More affordable units
available In SE Orlando. Call Marisol
at Exit Realty 407-816-8117 for your
FREE· List!

Looking for extra cash? Find it in here!
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view all
ads at www.UCFnews.com/classified

2/2 Condo for rent near UCF. Both
rooms available!!! 575/mo plus 1/2
utilities. Cable already included, gated,
wood floors, pool and tennis; new appl.
Call 954-294-4365

3bdrm/2.5ba townhome located in
Avalon Park. $1200 p/mon. Pets OK.
All appliances and athletic amenities
included.Larry_UCF@yahoo.com

~ Homes

For Rent 4/2 house with fenced yard
Oviedo 2 mlles from UCF
$1800/month $1000 security
available June. 352-262-2621

House behind UCF

3 rooms avail in 4/2 1O min from UCF
. 2 rooms $525/mo 1 room $490/mo.
ALL UTIL INCL! Avail 8/1 ($150 cap)
Call 813-264-9284
Two rooms for rent in 4/2 house. 5 min
from UCF. Pool, HBO, all utilites
included. $500/month male or female.
Call Matt 863 698 0177

~ FOR RENT:
~ Apartments

Townhomes 1 mi from UCF.
$650/mon.
W/0. Avail now. Call Jim Payne at
Coldwell Banker 407-592-3801.
Ask About Move in Special!

Save over $1200 at Pegasus Landing!
$490/mo negotiable. M/F, 4/4,
furnished. avail Aug 22. Large 10 x 13
rm. adjoining bath, W/D in unit. utilities/
cable/internet incl. gated 24/7 shuttle to
UCF calf 321-501-9782 or email
jhamblin@cfl.rr.com
New Upscale 2/2 Condo
2nd floor; Single garage; Wash/Dry;
Disp./Dish Dean Rd.&Curry Ford @
417; $975/mo.
407,758-8460 Avail 8/01.

Nice, Furnished Room in UCF
area Avail ASAP. Looking for mature
student. N/S, No pets. $350 dep+
$500/mo util incl. W/D & kitchen
privelages. Call 407-970-6109.
Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse,
furnished & clean. Safe and quiet
neighborhood. 450/mo plus 1/2 utilities.
Looking for someone responsible.
(407)620-3303/ jason9090@gmail.com

Available August 1st 2/2 $750/mo in
Sherwood Forest 3/2 duplex $950/mo
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
Call Heather 407-937-2900
or 402-208-7577

1 O min. from UCF, Alafaya Woods,
4/2 Pool Home, Part. Furn. W/D,
Pool Table, $1,900/mo. plus Elect.
Avail. Mid-May, Ph. 321-544-2369

Room available in 2 bedroom unit at
Pegasus Landing through August 1st.
$400 per month, must be female, call
321-501-9782 or email jhamblin@cfl.rr.com

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!

ma

....,

Female roommates needed ASAP for
large 5/3: Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from
UCF. $480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.

< 2 mi. from UCF; wash/dry
Private balcony entrance; internet
Sublease 1/1 in a 2/2 - $500
util. not incl.; (407) 637-6571

ROOMMATES

Student Housing too Noisy and
Crowded? Awesome rooms' avail NOW
and for Fall in large homes close to
UCF.
Friendly, safe neighborhood,
with/without util. Pool home also avail.
Don't miss out! RentUCF@yahoo.com
Email for pies 913-908-8185

B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

CHEAP SUMMER SUBLEASE!!!
M/F for 3/3 In newest phase -of
Pegasus Landing right across UCF.
Shuttle Incl. $350/mo o.b.o utll Incl.
Avall. ASAP Call 407-879-5350

Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Own pay assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $100,000
Realty USA Inc 407-721-8874

Room for rent in 5/4 BRAND NEW
. home in Avalon Park area. Looking for
easy going roommates $600/mo. all
util., internet incl. Theater room Call
Eric 407-575-7323 .

.
..,

The following Positions:
Lifeguard • Ride Operator• Food &Beverage Cashier•
Food & Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets • College
Tuition Assistance• Referral Bonuses and More!

ftpplg DOW:
Call: Job Line (407} 248-1600
Email: hr@Wetnwildorf.com

Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM
Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005
,,,
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

1
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

2

2 4 7
1
8
3
9
2 6 4
3
6
8
2
5 3
5
1
2

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Classic Pontiac
4 Golly!
7 UFO pilots
10 Part of GPA
13 Seminole chief
15 Gullible person
16 Besmirch
17 Recon missions
18 Musical interval
20 Rock-tour
employee
21 Banquet VIP
22 Bra's bros
23 Frozen
precipitation
25 More than half
26 Contemptubus
expression
28 Harden
29 Assail with
Insults
30
with the same
brush
32 Legal claim
34 Unhappy
35 Soaks up rays
37 Fires
39 K.C. summer hrs.
42 Host before
Carson
44 Pay increases
48 Certain exams
50 _ Alamos, NM
52 Ripped off
53 Capital of Peru
54 Nickel parts
56 Prison term
57 Spectacles
59 Writer Camus
61 Nickelodeon
comedy series
62 Porters
64 Golfer's need
65 Made in the _
66 Apartment crowd
67 Newspaper
honchos,briefly
68 Singer Ritter
69 N.T. book
70 Body of water
DOWN
1 Republicans
2 Russian ruler
3 Supreme Court
opening month
4 Well-behaved
5 Designer Perry

© 2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

5/19/08

All rights reserved.

6 Supporters of the
arts?
7 Having a love of
beauty
8 Fortune cards
9 Joyride
1O Passionate and
romantic
11 Williamsor
Redgrave
12 Saluted
14 Pencil ends
19 Mausoleum
22 Mach topper
24 Moray_
27 Stays in the
military
29 Pavlova and
Magnani
31 Forensic
sampling
33 Comorder
36 Merchandise levy
38 Tot tenders
39 Hamilton, NY
school
40 Instructed by
repetition

41 Mexican dish
43 Gadgeteer
Popeil
45 Evening
receptions
46 Garden shade
47 Visualize

49
51
54
55
58
60
63

Rear position
Mare's milieu
Stop
REM state
Close up
Clobber
Ret. letters

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

~ FOR SALE:
~Homes

n,':,

FOR SALE:

~ General

Got the Urge to Shop? Visit my
Mary Kay Personal Web Site. Buy a
gift. Get a new lipstick. See the latest
looks. It's quick & available 24/7. So
check out my site at your
convehience. Christine Perez - Mary
Kay Independent Beauty Consultant.
www.marykay.com/christine.perez
407-683-3513
Why rent when you can own!!
2/2 master suites Condo
Lisa Ingram 321 -948-4520
Watson Realty

~ FOR SALE:

1 room avail. in 4/2.5 behind UCF. All
Included: Electric, Cable, Laundry, etc.
$425/month. Non smoking,
non drinking. Christian owner.
Call: 407-509-4737

RMtl
$8
SS

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

F needed, One year lease starting in
Aug. Rent is $575.00 at Boardwalk.
4/4 everything included, private bath.
Call Mia 305-546-9240.

Condo to share $500/mo. inc. utilities &
Internet, 2/2, laundry, pool, security,
clean, 6 miles from UCF: Phone (352)342-1241

II; '

•
•
•

B
A
A

in Regency Park. Need 2 roommates
who can clean up after themselves. No
pets. 4/2 M/F welcome. Available 8/1.
$405/mo + util. $405 Dep. 12 mo
lease.
Ryan: 407-430-5136 or
greatryry@gmail.com

Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled in the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-In ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmll@gmail.com

.,

22S For Rent Apartments
~ORoommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

Rooms for Rent in furnished 4/Br
home. 1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included. $500
or $600/mo. Avail. Now! (772)
359-2797

NEW TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT in
gated community in Avalon Park
(Spring Isle) 3/3.5/2. Each bedroom
has it's own bath! Close to UCF off
Colonial and Avalon. W/D, pool and
clubhouse. $1550/mo. Call 321-3771746
AVAIL JULY 1ST

.

·""

B
B

3~ for Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
37S For Sale: Pets
400 Services
S00 Announcements
600 Traver
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

5

UCF AREA HOUSE. Huge Stunning
4/2. Fenced enormous backyard. Appliances Incl. Avail. 07/7/08 $1500/mo.
Call Nick Phillips @ 407-810-7622.

J.W. & Watts Financial Consultants
$$$ NEED A LOAN $$$
CALL THE EXPERTS 1-877-293-2850
PERSONAL, BUSINESS, HOME

All entries wlll remain property of
Creekmore Insurance Group.
Boat can be viewed in person, or
onllne at www.thedragboat.com
Submissions accepted via email to
patrick@llfeagents.com or by mail to
Patrick McDaniel at 365 Aulln
Avenue
Oviedo, FL 32765
CONTEST ENDS MAY 31ST

We are now hiring PT and FT Sales
Reps, Accountants, and Clerks.
Candidates must possess techinical
and communication skills. Please email
resume to cs.laura2@gmail.com

175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes

Rate

FOR RENT:
Homes

100

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

~ Automotive
$500 Police Impounds
Cars from $500
Hondas, Chevys, Jeeps and more,
for listings, 1800-366-9818 x v502

QUEEN / KING EURO TOP
MATTRESS SET.
Brand New! Still in Plastic!
Starting at $150.00. Call 407-942-5543.

m

SERVICES

*Online Editing Service•
For a quick edit or complete overhaul,
visit www.solomonspen.com today!

)
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www. Centra/F/oridaFuture. com
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